Context. Double-lined, detached eclipsing binaries are our main source for accurate stellar masses and radii. This paper is the first in a series with focus on the upper half of the main-sequence band and tests of 1-2 M ⊙ evolutionary models. Aims. We aim to determine absolute dimensions and abundances for the detached eclipsing binary V1130 Tau, and to perform a detailed comparison with results from recent stellar evolutionary models. Methods. uvby light curves and uvbyβ standard photometry have been obtained with the Strömgren Automatic Telescope, and high-resolution spectra have been acquired at the FEROS spectrograph; both are ESO, La Silla facilities. We have applied the Wilson-Devinney model for the photometric analysis, spectroscopic elements are based on radial velocities measured via broadening functions, and [Fe/H] abundances have been determined from synthetic spectra and uvby calibrations. Results. V1130 Tau is a bright (mV = 6.56), nearby (71 ± 2 pc) detached system with a circular orbit (P = 0.
Introduction
In this paper, we present the first detailed study of the bright (m V = 6.56), early F-type, double-lined eclipsing binary V1130 Tau. The orbital period is short (P = 0.
d 80), but the system is still detached, and for several reasons it is an interesting case. First, it is more evolved than most of the well studied early F-type main sequence systems; actually the more massive, larger component has become the slightly cooler one. Next, it is reported to be metal-weak. Finally, it is situated at a distance of only 71 pc, meaning that it belongs to the (small) group of eclipsing binaries within 125 pc, discussed by Popper (1998) , which could be useful for improving the radiative flux scale.
In the following, we determine absolute dimensions and abundances, based on analyses of new uvby light curves and high-resolution spectra, and compare V1130 Tau to several modern stellar evolutionary models. Throughout the paper, the component eclipsed at the slightly deeper eclipse at phase 0.0 is referred to as the primary (p), and the other as the secondary (s) component.
V1130 Tau
HD 24133 (CSV 356, HIP 17988) was confirmed to be variable by Olsen (1983) . Based on the uvby photometry, Olsen supplied Abt with a list containing about 800 po- Houk & Swift (1999) ; for V1130 Tau, see also spectral types in Sect. 2 NOTE 1: References are: C10 = This paper, F88 = Franco (1988) , O83 = Olsen (1983) , O93 = Olsen (1993) , O94 = uvby: Olsen (1994) , β: Olsen (unpublished). NOTE 2: For V1130 Tau, the uvby information by C09 is the mean value at phases 0.25 and 0.75, and the β information is the mean value outside eclipses. NOTE 3: N is the total number of observations used to form the mean values, and σ is the rms error (per observation) in mmag.
tentially weak-lined A5-G0 stars, and Abt (1986) subsequently classified HD 24133 as F3 V wl (A5 met) and also reported it to be a double-lined spectroscopic binary. Gray (1989) classified HD 24133 as F5 V m-2, Gray & Garrison 1989) confirmed that its metal lines have the strength of an A5 star, and Gray et al. (2001) found it to be a fairly rapid rotator, but clearly metal-weak. The eclipsing nature was discovered by Hipparcos (ESA 1997; orbital period 0. d 7988710), and HD 24133 was subsequently assigned the variable name V1130 Tau (Kazarovets et al. 1999) . Rucinski et al. (2003) determined a spectroscopic orbit, leading to (M p + M s )sin 3 i = 2.41 ± 0.03 M ⊙ , and noted that V1130 Tau is one of the shortest period detached early F-type systems. Besides a few times of minima, nothing has been published on this binary since then.
Photometry
Below, we present the new photometric material for V1130 Tau and refer to Clausen et al. (2001; hereafter CHO01) for further details on observation and reduction procedures, and determination of times of minima.
Light curves for V1130 Tau
The differential uvby light curves of V1130 Tau were observed at the Strömgren Automatic Telescope (SAT) at ESO, La Silla and its 6-channel uvbyβ photometer on 59 nights between October 1997 and November 1998 (JD2450727-2451120). They contain 583 points per band with all phases covered at least twice. The observations were done through an 18 arcsec diameter circular diaphragm at airmasses between 1.2 and 1.8. HD 23503, HD 24552, and HD 25059 -all within a few degrees from V1130 Tau on the sky -were used as comparison stars and were all found to be constant within a few mmag; see Table 1 . The light curves were calculated relative to HD 23503, but all comparison star observations were used, shifting them first to the same light level. The average accuracy per point is about 4-5 mmag (ybv) and 7 mmag (u).
As seen from Fig. 1 , V1130 Tau is detached but fairly close, with y eclipse depths of about 0.4 mag. Primary eclipse is only marginally deeper than secondary, meaning that the surface fluxes of the components are nearly identical. The light curves (Table 11) will only be available in electronic form.
Standard photometry for V1130 Tau
Standard uvbyβ indices for V1130 Tau (between eclipses) and the three comparison stars, observed and derived as described by CHO01, are presented in Table 1 . The indices are based on many observations and their precision is high. For comparison, we have included published photometry from other sources. In general, the agreement is good, but individual differences larger than the quoted errors occur.
Times of minima and ephemeris for V1130 Tau
Three times of each of primary and secondary minimum have been established from the uvby light curve observations; see Table 2 . A list of earlier times of minima was kindly provided by Kreiner; see Kreiner et al. (2001) and Kreiner (2004) 1 . Except for two unpublished times based on Hipparcos photometry, which showed large deviations, they were included in the ephemeris analysis together with the recently published time of primary minimum by Brat et al. (2008) .
Assuming a circular orbit, we derive the following linear ephemeris from a weighted least squares fit to all accepted times of minima:
Separate weighted linear least squares fits to the times of primary and secondary minima lead to identical orbital pe- riods, and we adopt Eq. 1 for the analyses of the uvby light curves and radial velocities.
Photometric elements
Since the relative radii of the components of V1130 Tau are fairly large, 0. Wilson et al. 3 This code was recently applied for the light curve analyses of DW Car (Southworth & Clausen 2007 ) and V380 Cyg (Pavlovski et al. 2009 ).
Mode 2 (detached binaries) was used throughout, and the stellar atmosphere approximation functions for the uvby bands were adopted (Van Hamme & Wilson 2003 , Kurucz 1993 . The effective temperature of the primary component was kept at 6500 K; see Sect. 6. A linear limb darkening law was assumed with coefficients adopted from Van Hamme (1993). The linear coefficients by Claret (2000) are about 0.1 larger and lead to a 0.
• 2 lower orbital inclination, whereas the radii are practically unchanged. Within errors, non-linear limb darkening lead to identical photometric elements. Gravity darkening exponents corresponding to convective atmospheres were applied, and bolometric reflection albedo coefficients of 0.5 were chosen, again due to convection. The simple reflection mode (MREF = 1) was used; we note that the detailed mode gives nearly identical elements. The mass ratio between the components was kept at the spectroscopic value (M s /M p = 1.066 ± 0.004), and synchronous rotation was assumed. The light curves were analysed independently with at least 10 differential param- eter corrections, and continuing until they were below 20% of the corresponding formal standard errors for all parameters. The stability of the adopted solutions was tested by adding 100 more iterations.
In tables and text, we use the following symbols: i orbital inclination; r relative volume radius; k = r s /r p ; Ω surface potential; u linear limb darkening coefficient; L luminosity; T eff effective temperature.
The individual solutions are presented in Table 3 , and O − C residuals of the b observations from the theoretical light curve are shown in Fig. 2 . Equally good fits are obtained in the three other bands, and the rms of the residuals correspond closely to the observational accuracy. As expected, the less massive, slightly hotter primary component is also the smaller one. V1130 Tau is detached, but the filling factors of the components are above 0.9, and the deformation of the secondary component is significant. The relative volume radii obtained from the four bands agree Table 3. well, except perhaps for the less precise u result for the primary. We find no evidence of third light, neither in the spectra nor from the light curve solutions, and the small differences in orbital inclinations are probably due to model and/or limb darkening effects. The adopted photometric elements are listed in Table 4 with realistic uncertainties, which reflect the formal standard errors and the interagreement of the uvby results, and also take into account the consequences of ±0.1 changes of limb darkening coefficients and the uncertainly of the mass ratio. As seen, the relative volume radii have been established to about 0.6%.
Spectroscopy

Spectroscopic observations
For radial velocity and abundance determinations, we have obtained 18 high-resolution spectra with the FEROS fiber echelle spectrograph at the ESO 1.52-m telescope at La Silla, Chile (Kaufer et al. 1999 (Kaufer et al. , 2000 . The spectrograph, which resides in a temperature-controlled room, covers without interruption the spectral region from the Balmer jump to 8700Å, at a constant velocity resolution of 2.7 km s −1 per pixel (λ/∆λ = 48 000). We refer to Clausen et al. (2008, hereafter CTB08) for details on the reduction of the spectra, which were observed between January 1999 and March 2001; an observing log is given in Table 5 . 
Radial velocities
The radial velocities for V1130 Tau were measured from eight useful orders (4020 -5210Å) of the 18 FEROS spectra, see Table 6 . The selection of this limited number of orders was based on initial analyses, which showed that several orders give unreliable results and have to be excluded, either because too few lines are available, or because they contain defects or are difficult to normalise properly. We applied the broadening function (BF) formalism (Rucinski 1999 (Rucinski , 2002 (Rucinski , 2004 , using synthetic templates with no rotational broadening, calculated for T eff = 6650 K, log(g) = 4.0, and [Fe/H] = −0.25. They were produced with the bssynth tool (Bruntt, private communication), which applies the SYNTH software (Valenti & Piskunov 1996) and modified ATLAS9 models (Heiter 2002) . Line information was taken from the Vienna Atomic Line Database (VALD; Kupka et al. 1999 ). BF's were then produced for each of the selected orders of each spectrum. Due to the deformation of the components (Table 4) and to reflection effects, the lineprofiles and thereby the BF's can not a priori be expected to be symmetric. The optimum method for radial velocity determinations is therefore to fit theoretical BF's which take the proximity effects into account; for W UMa systems, see e.g. Rucinski et al (1993) and references therein. Such BF's were constructed, for both components at each phase and order, from synthetic rotational broadened line profiles calculated via the Wilson-Devinney (WD) model (Sect. 3.4). The radial velocities were then determined by fitting combined theoretical BF's to the observed ones, i.e. by shifting and scaling the theoretical BF's for each component until the best fit was obtained for the combination.
Since the observed BF's do not show clear asymmetries, we have also applied an approach based on simpler theoretical BF's, which assume that the stars are spherical, rigid rotators (e.g. Kaluzny et al. 2006) . Before the radial velocity determination, these BF's were convolved with a Gauss profile corresponding to the instrumental resolution. In general, very good fits were obtained from this approach; see Fig. 3 .
In the case of V1130 Tau, the two BF approaches result in radial velocities for all spectral orders and phases, which agree within about 1-2 km s −1 , and the differences do not correlate with orbital phase and/or velocity separation. In Sect. 4.3 we present orbital solutions from both sets of radial velocities.
As described by e.g. Kaluzny et al. (2006) , the projected rotational velocities v sin i of the components and (monochromatic) light/luminosity ratios between them can also be obtained from analyses of the simple broadening functions mentioned above. We have tested this on synthetic binary spectra with input rotational velocities of 90.0 (primary) and 110.0 (secondary) km s −1 , corresponding closely to pseudosynchronous rotation, and a light ratio of 1.44, and we find that the method is safe for V1130 Tau. The rotational velocities determined from the BF analyses are within 1 km s −1 from the input values, and the light ratio is reproduced to high precision. Analyses of the observed V1130 Tau spectra yield mean v sin i velocities of 92.4 ± 1.1 (primary) and 104.7±2.7 km s −1 (secondary), and the mean light ratio, 1.44 ± 0.02, is in perfect agreement with the results from the light curve analyses (Table 4) . No significant wavelength/order dependencies are seen. 
Spectroscopic elements
Spectroscopic orbits have been derived through analyses of the radial velocities obtained from each of the two BF analyses of the eight selected orders. Since the components of V1130 Tau are quite close and deformed, the observed light center velocities deviate somewhat from the center of mass velocities, which are used to determine the Keplerian orbital parameters. Before analysing the velocities, we have therefore for each order applied phase dependent corrections as calculated from the Wilson-Devinney code near the corresponding wavelength range; see Sect. 3.4. At the observed phases they range between about −1.2 and +1.4 km s −1 for the primary component and between about −2.2 and +1.3 km s −1 for the secondary component. Order to order differences are less than 10% of the corrections; using average corrections leads in fact to identical orbital solutions.
Next, for each observed phase, mean values of the corrected radial velocities from the eight selected orders were formed, and spectroscopic orbits were then calculated using the method of Lehman-Filhés implemented in the sbop 4 program (Etzel 2004) , which is a modified and expanded version of an earlier code by Wolfe, Horak & Storer (1967) . A circular orbit was assumed, and the period P and epoch T were fixed at the ephemeris values (Eq. 1). Equal weights were assigned to the radial velocities, and the two components were analysed independently (SB1 solutions). The elements are listed in the first two columns of Table 7 , and as seen, the results from the WD based and the simpler symmetrical BF's agree very well, giving minimum masses accurate to about 0.6%. For both set of velocities, SB2 analyses yield identical semiamplitudes. Within errors, the system velocities agree, even without accounting for the small dif- As a further check, we have analysed the eight orders independently. The individual semiamplitudes differ slightly more than their typical mean errors of 0.6 km s −1 , but for both BF methods, their mean values agree very well with the results presented in Table 7 . Finally, applying instead mean radial velocities weighted according to the quality of the individual order solutions, and/or weighting the mean radial velocities according to the S/N ratio of the observed spectra (Table 5) , lead to practically identical elements. Also, shifting first the velocities from each order by the difference between its system velocity and the mean system velocity (primary and secondary components treated individually) does not change the elements significantly.
Based on the results mentioned above, we believe that the radial velocity differences from the two BF approaches, which for the mean values are within ±1 km s −1 , are more likely due to imperfections in the observed BF's, affecting the theoretical fits differently, than to measurable (line) asymmetries. Furthermore, the quality of the two datasets are comparable with about the same order-to-order spread of the velocities. We have therefore taken the pragmatic decision to base the final orbital elements on the mean values of their velocities; see Table A .1. These elements are listed in the third column of Table 7 and the corresponding orbits are shown in Fig. 4 . Finally, we note that if the light center velocities are applied without corrections, both semiamplitudes become 1.1 km s −1 smaller than listed in Table 7 , and the derived masses become about 0.03 M ⊙ lower.
Our results differ slightly from those by Rucinski et al. (2003) , K p = 160.11 ± 0.74 km s −1 , K s = 147.21 ± 0.63 km s −1 , and γ = −12.74 ± 0.46 km s −1 , and are more accurate. 
Chemical abundances
Due to the high rotational velocities of the components (Sect. 4.2), a detailed chemical analysis of V1130 Tau based on the FEROS spectra is difficult, see Fig. 5 . First, the lines with intrinsic equivalent widths below about 100 mÅ, which should preferably be used, are shallow and broad and therefore impossible to measure accurately. Next, line blending becomes a serious issue, and finally proper normalization of the spectra is difficult, especially in the blue spectral region. Flower (1996) have been assumed, together with T ef f ⊙ = 5780 K, BC ⊙ = −0.08, and M bol⊙ = 4.74.
Line by line analyses of either the observed spectra or the reconstructed component spectra calculated from disentangled spectra have therefore not been attempted. We refer to CTB08 and Clausen et al. (2009) for details on line by line analyses of binaries. We have instead established upper and lower limits for the metal abundance of V1130 Tau by comparing the observed spectra and synthetic binary spectra calculated for a range of scaled solar compositions. The synthetic spectra were produced as described in Sect. 4.2. The overall result, based on inspection of several spectra and orders, is that synthetic spectra for metal abundances between -0.35 and -0.15 dex fit the observed spectra equally well, whereas e.g. the lines/lineblends for solar abundance spectra, as illustrated in In conclusion, we confirm that V1130 Tau is (slightly) metal-weak, see Sect. 2, and adopt [Fe/H] = −0.25 ± 0.10.
Absolute dimensions
Absolute dimensions for the components of V1130 Tau are calculated from the elements given in Tables 4 and 7. As seen in Table 8 , both masses and (volume) radii have been established to an accuracy of 0.6-0.7%.
Individual standard uvby indices are included in Table 8 , as calculated from the combined indices of V1130 Tau outside eclipses (Table 1 ) and the luminosity ratios (Table 4 ). According to the calibration by Olsen (1988) and the combined uvbyβ indices at phase 0.25, there is no significant interstellar reddening.
The adopted effective temperatures (6650 K, 6625 K) were calculated from the calibration by Holmberg et al. (2007) Ramírez & Meléndez (2005) , whereas that by Alonso et al. (1996) leads to 100 K lower values. 2MASS photometry at phase 0.79, where V = 6.555, and the V − K s calibration by Masana et al. (2006) gives an average temperature of 6600 K.
The measured rotational velocities (v sin i) are close to the projected synchronous velocities. We note that for an orbital inclination of 'only' 73.
• 8, the true equatorial velocities are about 4% higher. The turbulent dissipation and radiative damping formalism of Zahn (1977 Zahn ( , 1989 predicts synchronization times scales of 8.7 × 10 5 yr (primary) and 3.1 × 10 5 yr0.1 Gyr (secondary), and a time scale for circularization of 1.2 × 10 7 yr. The distance to V1130 Tau was calculated from the 'classical' relation (see e.g. CTB08), adopting the solar values and bolometric corrections given in Table 8 and accounting for all error sources. Other BC scales (e.g. Code et al. 1976 , Bessell et al. 1998 , Girardi et al. 2002 give nearly identical results. As seen, the distances obtained for the two components agree well. The mean distance, 71.2 pc, which has been established to about 3%, is close to the result from the new Hipparcos reduction by van Leeuwen (2007), 69.8 ± 2.3 pc, but is marginally larger than the original Hipparcos result 65.2 ± 3.3 pc (ESA 1997) . Finally, we note that V1130 Tau belongs to the group of eclipsing binaries within 125 pc, discussed by Popper (1998) , which could be useful for improving the radiative flux scale.
Discussion
Below, we first compare the absolute dimensions obtained for V1130 Tau with properties of recent theoretical stellar evolutionary models, and we then discuss V1130 Tau together with the few other similar well-studied eclipsing binaries available.
Comparison with stellar models
Figs. 6, 7, and 8 illustrate the results from comparisons with the Yonsei-Yale (Y 2 ) evolutionary tracks and isochrones by Demarque et al. (2004) 5 . They include core overshoot where Λ OS = λ ov /H p depends on mass and also takes into account the composition dependence of M conv crit 6 . The mixing length parameter in convective envelopes is calibrated using the Sun, and is held fixed at l/H p = 1.7432. The enrichment law Y = 0.23 + 2Z is adopted, together with the solar mixture by Grevesse et al. (1996) , leading to (X,Y ,Z) ⊙ = 5 http://www.astro.yale.edu/demarque/yystar.html 6 Defined as "the mass above which stars continue to have a substantial convective core even after the end of the pre-MS phase." From a binary perspective, the most fundamental comparison is that based on the scale-independent masses and radii, as shown in Fig. 7 . The [Fe/H] = −0.25 model isochrone for 2.13 Gyr marginally fits both components, but within the abundance uncertainty, the general trend is that the Y 2 isochrones predict a higher age for the secondary component than for the primary. Although less evident, this is also seen in the mass-luminosity diagram (Fig. 8) .
In Fig. 9 we have included mass-radius comparisons with the Victoria-Regina (VRSS grid; VandenBerg et al., 2006) 7 and BaSTI (Pietrinferni et al., 2004) 8 models, which differ from Y 2 , e.g. with respect to input physics, He enrichment law, and core overshoot treatment. We refer to CTB08 for a brief description. Basic parameters for the models, all with solar scaled abundances, are given in Table 9 . Like the Y 2 models, both the standard and overshoot BaSTI models marginally fit both components, but at a lower age. However, the Victoria-Regina models do not fit V1130 Tau well. To us, this is surprising, because these models are carefully calibrated by cluster and binary observations. Models with [α/Fe] = 0.3 (VR2A grid) can reproduce V1130 Tau at an age of about 2.15 Gyr, but only for [Fe/H] around -0.40 dex.
Thus, except for the Victoria-Regina models, all the models with solar scaled abundances we have tested are marginally able to reproduce V1130 Tau, but we see two general trends: First, models for the observed [Fe/H] are about 200 K too hot. Second, they systematically predict higher ages for the more massive secondary component than for the primary. In order to look in more detail into this, we have calculated dedicated models for the component masses with various parameters tuned. For all models, we have adopted Z = 0.010, which is equivalent to the observed [Fe/H] . We have applied the Granada code by Claret (2004) , which assumes an enrichment law of Y = 0.24+2.0Z together with the solar mixture by Grevesse & Sauval (1998) , leading to (X,Y ,Z) ⊙ = (0.704,0.279,0.017). The envelope mixing length parameter needed to reproduce the Sun is l/H p = 1.68. The amount of core overshooting is given, in units of the pressure scale height, by α ov . Table 10 lists the models we have investigated. As seen in Fig. 10 , the overshoot models (1) with Y calculated from the adopted enrichment law are too hot, as seen for the other grids. The same is true for models without overshoot (2, not shown). Since the components of V1130 Tau are rotating quite fast (Table 8) , we have calculated models which include rotation as described by Claret (1999) . Angular velocities for the models were tuned to reproduce the observed equatorial rotational velocities of the components. As expected, such models (3) are cooler than similar ones without rotation (1), but the effect is small compared to the about 200 K discrepancy. Next, the components of Table 10 for details and linestyles/colours.
V1130 Tau have (thin) outer convection zones, and we have therefore investigated the effect of modifying the envelope mixing length parameter. 2D radiation hydrodynamic calculations by Ludwig et al. (1999; see also Clausen et al. 2009 ) predict parameters, which are about 0.2 lower than for the Sun, and we have therefore adopted 1.50. The models (4) become cooler, but again the effect is too small. Finally, we have calculated models with a He abundance slightly lower than Y = 0.26, as given by the enrichment law for Z = 0.01. Tracks for Y = 0.24 (5) and 0.23 (6, not shown) actually fit V1130 Tau well. If we now turn to the ages, as determined from the radii, Fig. 11 shows that these models with lower Y also predict practically identical ages for the components. In fact, this also holds if lower α ov values are adopted; models without overshoot place the primary component just at the end of the core hydrogen burning phase. On the other hand, all the Granada models for Y = 0.26 predict higher ages for the secondary component than for the primary, as seen for the other grids. Before finishing these comparisons and drawing any definite conclusions about the need to adjust basic physical or chemical ingredients of the models, it is worth remembering that besides being fast rotating, the components of V1130 Tau are influenced by their mutual gravitational and radiative interactions. They cause not only additional deformation, but also expansion and some heating, and these effects are probably somewhat different for the two stars. We Table 10 for details. The curves illustrate model radii as function of age for the components (upper: secondary; lower: primary). The horizontal full drawn lines mark the observed radii of the components with errors (dotted lines). The vertical lines mark the ages predicted for the secondary component.
will not elaborate further on the possible implications for the model comparisons until additional, similar, but more detached binaries have been studied.
Comparison with other binaries
Binaries like V1130 Tau with component(s) that have evolved to the upper half of the main sequence band, or beyond, may give important information on core overshoot. Already 20 years ago, such systems were found to provide strong evidence for convective core overshoot in intermediate mass (1.5-2.5 M ⊙ ) stars (Andersen et al. 1990 ). From a sample of 2-12 M ⊙ systems, found a significantly increasing of the amount of overshoot with increasing stellar mass, whereas Claret (2007) found that it is less pronounced and more uncertain.
From the onset of core convection up to about 1.5 M ⊙ there are, however, only a few relevant, well-studied binaries: (excluding active systems and systems with nearly identical components): AI Phe, BK Peg, BW Aqr, and GX Gem. Andersen et al. (1988) found that models without core overshoot were able to reproduce AI Phe (1.24 + 1.20 M ⊙ , components above the main sequence) remarkably well for a normal helium abundance 9 , whereas Clausen (1991) found that models including moderate overshoot gave better fits for especially the primary components of the slightly more massive systems BW Aqr (1.49 + 1.39 M ⊙ ) and BK Peg (1.43 + 1.28 M ⊙ ). The latter is consistent with a lower limit of α ov of about 0.18 for GX Gem (1.49 + 1.47 M ⊙ ), as established by Lacy et al. (2008) .
We had hoped and expected, that V1130 Tau could fill the mass gap between these systems, but as mentioned in Sect. 7.1 this is not the case -Claret models with α ov from 0 to at least 0.2 can reproduce it perfectly well for Y = 0.23-0.24. In contradiction to this, Tomasella et al. (2008a Tomasella et al. ( , 2008b report determination of α ov from the much younger systems V505 Per and V570 Per.
It is, however, still important to try to calibrate core overshoot better from its onset to say 2 M ⊙ . For the Victoria-Regina model grids, VandenBerg et al. (2006) adopt, from binary and cluster information, a mass and abundance dependent amount, setting in around 1.1 M ⊙ and gradually increasing up to about 1.7 M ⊙ . Demarque et al. (2004) apply a different ramping algorithm for the Y 2 isochrones, as do Pietrinferni et al. (2004) for the BaSTI calculations. These recipes, and others, need further empirical tests, and we plan to address that issue in forthcoming re-analyses of BW Aqr and BK Peg, which will include abundance determinations, as well as through new complete analyses of AL Leo, HD76196, and possibly also the NGC752 member DS And.
Another important aspect is the He abundance and the helium-to-metal enrichment ratio, and, through extrapolation, the primordial He/H abundance ratio. As discussed in Sect. 7.1, V1130 Tau points towards a lower He abundance and/or enrichment ratio than the four different Y, Z prescriptions adopted by the model grids studied. We refer to Casagrande et al. (2007) for at recent determination of ∆Y /∆Z based on K dwarfs (2.1±0.9), to Blaser (2006) for a HII based study (1.41 ± 0.62) with references to a variety of methods and results, and to and Claret & Willems (2002) for determinations based on samples of eclipsing binaries (2.2 ± 0.8 and 1.9 ± 0.6, respectively). We believe binaries can give an even better constraint, provided detailed heavy element abundance determinations become available for a sufficiently large sample 10 . Such investigations are in progress for several systems, and we will return to this matter in forthcoming papers.
Here, we close the issue with a brief historical remark: The use of binaries to determine the hydrogen content of stars was pioneered by Eddington (1932) and Strömgren (1932 Strömgren ( , 1933 , and a few years later Strömgren (1938) also used binaries in his classical discussion of the helium content of the interior of the stars. Later, binary based heliumhydrogen abundance ratio determinations (for Population I stars) were published by Strömgren (1967) and Popper et al. (1970) . Table 3 for the limited material available today binary V1130 Tau. From synthetic spectra and uvby calibrations, a metal abundance of [Fe/H] = −0.25 ± 0.10 has been derived. The 1.39 M ⊙ secondary component has evolved to the middle of the main-sequence band and is slightly cooler than the 1.31 M ⊙ primary. The P = 0.
Summary and conclusions
d 80 period orbit is circular and the observed rotational velocities of the components, 92.4 ± 1.1 (primary) and 104.7 ± 2.7 (secondary) km s −1 , correspond closely to synchronization. Yonsai-Yale, BaSTI, and Granada evolutionary models for the observed metal abundance and a 'normal' He content of Y = 0.25 − 0.26, as established from the adopted helium enrichment laws, marginally reproduce the components at ages between 1.8 and 2.1 Gyr. All such models are, however, systematically about 200 K hotter than observed, and predict ages for the more massive component, which are systematically higher than for the less massive component. The latter is even more pronounced for VictoriaRegina models. The two trends can not be removed by adjusting the amount of core overshoot or envelope convection level, or by including rotation in the model calculations. They may be due to proximity effects in V1130 Tau, but on the other hand, we find excellent agreement for 2.5-2.8 Gyr Granada models with a slightly lower Y of 0.23-0.24.
We had expected that V1130 Tau is sufficiently evolved to provide new information on the level of core overshoot in the 1.1-1.7 M ⊙ interval, where it is believed to ramp up, but this is not the case. V1130 Tau can be reproduced by models calculated for α ov from 0.0 to at least 0.2. The preference for a helium content of 0.23-0.24 is interesting, but more well-detached systems with measured metal abundances are needed for any firm conclusions on the implications for example for the helium enrichment law. We will return to these issues in forthcoming papers on other systems recently observed within the Copenhagen binary project. ) from the adopted spectroscopic orbits (Table 7) .
